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Notes: some papers may fit several categories, but we listed them only once to avoid duplication. This is not meant to be a complete list and we are certainly missing important papers.

1. **Adaptation is important for recruitment, retention, and efficacy of interventions for diverse populations.**


2. **The importance of context in implementation science, as one of the forces for adaptation.**


3. **Issues of definitions of the word adaptation: It has been considered as:**

   - a process or mechanism
   - a strategy
   - a quality of an intervention (i.e. adaptability)
   - an outcome


4. **Fidelity and adaptation, and why fidelity is important:**


5. **Core elements versus core functions, and implications for adaptation**


Craig et al. Developing and evaluating complex interventions: the new Medical Research Council guidance *BMJ* 2008;337:a1655

Guise et al AHRQ series on complex intervention systematic reviewsdpaper 1: an introduction to a series of articles that provide guidance and tools for reviews of complex interventions JCE 2017;90:43-50.


PCORI Methodology Standards: https://www.pcori.org/research-results/about-our-research/research-methodology/pcori-methodology-standards


6. Decision frameworks for whether and when to adapt:


7. Process frameworks to guide adaption:


8. Framework for tracking adaption EBI and IS:


9. Methods on how to track adaptation:


Perlman Robinson, Jenny and Curtiss Wyss, Molly and Hannahan, Patrick, Adaptation Tracker: Learning from changes throughout a scaling process (July 2021). http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3957340


10. Iterative adaptations and adaptations during implementation:

